Rapid access to information is essential for a wide variety of retrieval systems and applications. Hashing has long been used when the fastest possible direct search is desired, but is generally as a combination of Methods 1 and 2. That is, some keys will be mapped using indirection; in this case using the composition,
while, on the other hand, the desired location of a key that is (as before) found directly is determined by
Note that we use the g function in two ways, one for direct keys and the other for keys that are handled through indirection. In any case, h(k) preserves the original ordering of keys (i.e., order(k)). Let us consider more closely the distribution of X, the degree of a vertex in G. The actual distribution is binomial and can be approximated by the Poisson distribution:
When 2 r = n, about 13. 
when the indirection bit associated with the two vertices for this key have the same value, and otherwise uses 
(by an asymptotic estimate from Palmer
Since r is on the order of n, P goes to one as n approaches infinity. Step.
Step 1 builds the random tables that specify the ho, hl, and hz functions.
Step 2 initializes the two key (edge) related fields of the vertex array.
Step 3 constructs the graph representation for each key k,.
Step 4 validates the distinctness of triples.
Step 5 enforces the repetition of the steps from 1 to 4, under the rare circumstance that triples duplicate.
It is trivial to show that steps 1, 2, and 3 all take 0(n) time.
Step 4 is linear on average also, because each vertex usually has quite small degree. Thus, the total Mapping step is 0(n).
The Ordering
Step.
In the Ordering step, it is necessary to obtain a good vertex sequence KS for use later in the Searching step. Specifically, VS specifies a sequence of the vertices so that, during searching, each related set of edges can be processed independently. For a given vertex U, in the ordering, the related edges contained in K( v,) (i. e., at that level) are the backward edges, going to vertices that appear earlier in the ordering. Taking the bipartite graph in Figure  7b as an example, one of the 16! possible vertex sequences is .
Edward A Fox et al with corresponding levels or edge sets
The graph constructed from vertices in VS plus edges in G is essentially a redrawing of G that excludes zero-degree vertices, as can be seen in Figure  8 . way to obtain such a VS is to take into account the cyclic structure of G, Following standard graph terminology, we can refer to the set of edges (E(G)) and the set of vertices (V(G)), as given in Figure  9 . Special attention must be given, though, to each connected component (C Figure 8 , two types of edges are distinguishable. First there are "bush" edges, which are cut edges such that removal of any of them leaves at least one acyclic subcomponent.
We use cycle periphery (CP) to denote the maxi mal subgraph of CCY whose edges are bush edges, Note that, in Figure  7b , V(CP) = {Uo, u~,Ulo, U14 } and E(CP) = {eo, e,, e4}. Figure 10 illustrates the marking scheme where shaded vertices are marked and the unshaded vertices are to be marked. If U, is on the second side, we just switch hl and hz for steps (a) to (e). A simple induction proof on the length i of VS( CC) shows that (1) a direct edge only appears in a I K(vi) I = 1 level if that edge is not forced to be indirect by (e); (2) is bounded by the total of the degree values of those vertices.
The Searching
Step. Step 2 fits edges in CPS by a depth-first traversal.
The last two steps, 3 and 4, are for edges in ACS with traversal root vertices either fixed during step 1 or in ACS that have accepted no indirect edges.
Step 3 can be done in linear time.
Since only one edge is directly hashed during each visit of a vertex, steps 2, 3, and 4 cannot fail.
An Example.
We show in this section an example of finding an OPMPHF for the 10-key set listed in Figure  7a and the corresponding bipartite graph in Figure  7b . It can be seen from Figure  7b that G has one Figure 7a , we list the h for each key in the fifth column of Table II .
ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To provide further insight into our algorithm, we present analytical and experimental results in this section. In particular, Section 3.1 discusses lower bound results for OPMPHFS. Define YC = X~=~X, as another random variable counting the number of cycles in G of length from 2 to min(2 r, n).
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Here the total i + j distinct vertices are split into two groups: i vertices in freely go into G without being adjacent to any tree vertices. The last term, the denominator r 2', is the total number of ways to put n edges into G. and the observed total number of trees in G generated from a CISI vector collection of 74264 keys. The different ratios for G that were tested are 1.20, 1.25, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5.
It can be seen that most G will have only one or a few big cycle components (see last column of Table III ) and many smaller tree components (see last column of Table IV) . Notice also that the number of indirect edges varies inversely with the size of G (see Table V ). This means more edges need to be indirect as G becomes smaller.
On the other hand, a small G will have fewer vertices of zero degree or in tree components. Consequently, for our scheme to be successful, we have to select a G that is not too small. A rough bound on the number of allowed indirect edges (keys) for our algorithm to be successful is E( AC), i.e., the total number of zero vertices plus the total number of trees. The maximum number of indirect edges in a particular G is the total number of edges in nontree components. 
TEST COLLECTIONS AND TIMING STATISTICS
I g(ho(k) +g(hl(k)) + g(h,(k)) (mod2r)) h(k) = if rnark(hl(k)) OR rnark(hz(k)) ho(k) + g(hl(k)) +g(h,(k)
